Mirror Mirror: Reflections of FAIR Data
evolution across a national portfolio of
projects
Background

Contact: richard.ferrers -at- ardc.edu.au.
Your comments and feedback on this analysis are welcomed.

ARDC in 2019 funded 42 Data and Services Projects ($50,000),
requesting them to complete a FAIR Self-assessment.

Further work: ARDC intend to publish the data, report and other
material of this analysis to Zenodo, in keeping with the ARDC FAIR
policy. This poster is the first step to making this analysis FAIR.

Projects included:
- 32 Transformational Data Collections, and
- 10 Insitutional Role in a Data Commons.
ARDC wanted to encourage more data to become more FAIR, so we
measured the FAIRness through a questionnaire. Table 1
summarises the usable results we analysed.
This FAIR self-assessment related to three points in time:
- At the start of the project (blue on graphs below)
- At the end of the project (red)
- Two years further on (gold).

Table 1: Summary of projects analysed for FAIRness.

What is FAIR? FAIR stands for Findable, Accessible, Interoperable
and Reusable. See more at: https://ardc.edu.au/resources/workingwith-data/fair-data/.

FAIR Questions;
A spreadsheet covered 13 questions, including Findable (4),
Accessible (3), Interoperable (4) and Reuseable (2).
Answers ranged from a Q2. yes / no, eg Is there an identifier in the
metadata? To up to five options; Q4. what type of repository is the
metadata in; none, local, domain, generalist or multiple. The
answers are score 0-1 for yes/no and 0-4 for the type of repository.
Higher scores indicate more FAIR. See full list of questions and
answers in Box 1.
The FAIR scores for each project are graphed in Figures 1,2 below.
An online version of the FAIR assessment questions is available at:
https://www.ands-nectar-rds.org.au/fair-tool
Box 1. FAIR Questions and Answers.
1. Upon analysis, we found that projects split into two FAIR maturity categories:
- FAIR mature already, and minor improvements (see Figure 1), and
- Big improvers on FAIR (see Figure 2).
2. We also examined total movement by each FAIR question, expecting that Findable and
Reusable would be easier and Interoperable more difficult. In practice, the results were much
more even than we expected (see Figure 3).
3. We also looked at the projects by topic or discipline to see if discipline was an indicator of
FAIR maturity eg Marine is more FAIR mature. We were surprised to find, across the projects,
that discipline did not predict the FAIR maturity of the data.

FAIR analysis by Topic or Discipline
1.FAIR - Mature already projects:
Marine, Repository, Cultural, Medical (4), Water, Social Science (2), Brain, Instruments.
2.FAIR - Big improving projects:
Repository, Institutional RDM, Social Science (3), Health/Medical (3), Fish, Indigenous,
Internet of Things, Ecological, Brain, Biological.
Conclusion: No obvious FAIR maturity distinction was noted by topic or discipline.

Figure 1. FAIR Mature projects

Figure 2. FAIR Big Improvers

Figure 3. FAIRness by Question
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